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SALUMET –

17th October

2016

During our usual prayers, we often include those
in group needing healing and this time Lilian was
in our prayers for her arthritis. We laughed
chuckled at the thought of inventing a new word:
De-arthritification, which someone commented
would be an excellent scrabble word.
Salumet began shortly after—audio link:
http://www.salumetandfriends.org/app/download/5029437/2016_10_17
+salumet.mp3

Lilian: I thought it might be you coming Salumet.
You’re very welcome.
Good evening.
All: Good evening.
As always we welcome your guests this time. (It
was only Laura’s 2nd meeting and Sabine’s 1st)
Several ‘thank you’s
I am always happy to see so many of you at one
time. I would like to tell you this time my dear
friends of something that will happen in your
world in quite few years time. There will be
coming to your Earth planet many children, who
come to try to sustain peace without
(throughout) all of your countries. These are
special spiritual beings taking the form of
children, making their mark in your world.
Within the next 4 years of your time , the first
of these children will be born into your Earth.

Take note my dear friends of these
words.
Lilian: This would be in most of our countries?
Throughout the world these children will
appear. They will become known for their
peace and their skills of being able to talk and
calm. Let there be no mistake that this is a great
gift from spirit, but I wanted all of you, my dear
friends, to know of this knowledge now.
Thanks
I hope also that it gives you hope for your
futures, because although many of us are telling
you that things are becoming better, in your
everyday living it must feel that that is not so. So
I hope, my dear friends, that this little piece of
information will raise your spirits and give you a
little knowledge for your futures.
Thanks
Jan: Are these children here to help the children
of the millennium that you also spoke of?

No, this is completely—this is something—this is
a special gift from spirit.
Ben: Was this always planned or was this
emergency help?
Nothing is an emergency.
Laughter
I can tell my dear friend is one of the newer
members—yes. All is planned, there are no
mistakes. So you must accept that the time will
be right for this to happen.
Serena: Will they have any identifying features or
mannerisms or marks?
Only in the look in their eyes; it will be obvious
to all that these children as they grow have
special, special gifts for all mankind.
Jan: Are they mostly reincarnated souls?
They are spirits of longevity in the spirit world,
who have agreed to return...
Jan: Contracted?
Yes, to help humanity.
Jan: Many hundreds of our years ago, or more
recently than that?
There are variations, depending on which part of
your world is chosen for them. So I cannot give
you a specific detail there.
Natalie: Will they all cross paths with each other
and work together?
They will be working together, but not
necessarily have the knowledge whilst they are
here. To begin with, they will be just as small
children, but the light will shine from them
strongly.
Jan: Where their free will comes into play, might
there only be a small number that eventually
follow their true path while they’re here, or will
we see many?
These are spirits who know their pathway and I
would say that none will fail at this task.
Jan: That’s wonderful. Has this happened in our
history many times?
Not in this way—we have always tried to help as
you know, we always tried to encourage.
Ben: Why now?
Because the time is right for your Earth. You
must always remember that it is not only you,
but other worlds, other planets that are evolving
at all times.
Sara: Yes, so they are enlightened souls?
They are indeed—only enlightened souls could
take upon themselves such tasks.
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Paul: Would some of them be finding jobs in
governments, or places like that of power?
That will all be decided already, and yes, of
course because parliaments and people of
power have such a big say in your world; so it
would seem to me that it is the correct
placement for some.
Mark: Will they be speaking openly about their
spiritual quest from an early age?
Yes, that will be one of the divine—(slight
interruption as Eileen coughs) as they grow, they
know what their tasks must be.
Jan: Can you say if any of us here will have any
immediate contact with one of these children?
No, no.
Lilian: I was wondering if the teachers that teach
these children when they’re young, would they
notice something special—some of the teachers?
I would say that as these children grow, it will
become obvious to everyone around them that
this is a special child, and as they continue to
grow, it becomes ever more evident—yes.
Serena: How are the parents chosen?
They will choose their own parents, as always,
but of course they know which ones to choose
already. This is a plan for your Earth, so there
are higher energies involved. Those who become
the parents of these children will indeed feel as
if they have been blessed, and that is of course
very true.
Lilian: So the parents need to be...
The parents will not have information
beforehand that they are special children, but
they will soon realise.
Mark: They won’t be ‘terrible twos’ then?
Chuckles
Well, they will be normal children also, so you
cannot expect them to be completely prefect.
Laughter
They will come to the Earth as small children
with all the problems that small children bring.
Mark: Yeah, I was joking a bit.
Yes, I am beginning to understand jokes.
Chuckles
Mark: Yes, the ‘terrible twos’, they’re not being
terrible at all really, are they? They’re just being...
...themselves, yes.
Serena: Is this the same as Jesus then?
Sorry?

Serena: Would this be the same as Jesus born as
a normal child?
Just a normal child, yes—Jesus, as you say, was a
different story, he was there for a different time
and was indeed a very good medium.
Are there any other questions?
Graham: Is this an appropriate question to ask,
how many of these children there will be?
There will be in every country throughout your
world one of these children.
Sara: How wonderful.
Graham: That is a true gift, yes.
Yes. It has to be so, because when you think of
not only numbers, but the differences in
languages, cultures, all of those things, there
would have to be one child for each country, or
maybe even more.
Sara: It does give hope, doesn’t it?
Graham: It does yes—it sounds like a huge...
Undertaking, yes, but I wish you my dear friends
to take comfort from this.
Graham: It does give enormous comfort.
Sara: It does.
Paul: I would imagine that even—when you say
the first one in the next 4 years, even as they
begin to incarnate, though they won’t obviously
be adults for a long time, it may give the Earth a
boost, just having their presence.
Yes, because their energy in itself will be an
upliftment to begin with; but as you say,
children take time to grow and their beauty and
energies will take time to show itself.
Graham: Is this knowledge being widely spread
across the Earth at the moment through groups
like this one?
There will be a few, but not many. I wanted you
to know, because I cannot give enough thanks
for the dedication and the love that you send to
others; and the dedication of coming together, I
feel most humbled by it, and felt that it would
be a gift for you also to know in advance.
Agreement + thanks
Graham: It’s so exciting—gosh!
So, if you have no questions, I will take my
leave.
Lilian: I think you’ve given us something to think
about, thank you very much.
Yes. I give my blessings to the young lady who is
new to us this time.
Sabine: Thank you.
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Laura: Thank you.
She has much love energy and we thank her for
that.
So my dear friends, with that little piece of
information, I will take my leave; I leave you
clothed in my love and know that whenever you
need the help on this Earth that to please call
upon us. We try to help you in many ways.
Now, until next time.
General thanks
Next, Jan began to get clairvoyance from our dear
friend now in spirit:
Jan: I’m going to feel really silly, but I’ve got to do
this: (Jan made an emphatic gesture with hands
slapping knees and then palms up high)
She then said I’ve got to say:
“Hey guys, no batteries!”
(Giggles)
(We were amused, but didn’t understand the
reference) Eileen tried to clarify:
Eileen: Are you looking for some batteries?
Jan: No, I don’t—come on, you know! No
batteries!
Mark: No batteries for your ears...George!
(Delighted chuckles as we understood this
referred to hearing aids that George wore due to
quite severe hearing loss.)
Jan then seemed to be having a dialogue with
George, who seemed to be in exuberant mood. He
said that he didn’t want to talk yet (speak via a
medium), but being a keen scrabble player, he
couldn’t resist mentioning Lilian’s triple word
score. (de-arthritification—as mentioned during
our prayers).
(More laughter)
At this point Eileen became aware of Ann’s
presence and commented that Ann was
quietly/gently shaking her head in background at
the spectacle.
Then, probably referring to his easy transition to
spirit, Jan added:
Jan: He’s saying he didn’t need a boarding pass
and reached there in record time!
Eileen: Ann’s still here and says he’s still got a lot
to learn and she’s still shaking her head patiently.
Jan: But I’ve got rid of the batteries.
(More chuckles)
At this point we thought they’d both withdrawn,
but George had other ideas and Jan found herself
blowing kisses to each sitter as a goodbye

gesture. Jan also said that George was pleased
that we had picked his apples and were sharing
them around. (4 large bags were sitting in Eileen’s
kitchen to be distributed after the meeting).
Jan felt that in fact George was still there and
reluctant to leave. The lamp at this point which
we kept on very dimly during meetings, began
flashing and we understood that George was
having fun. Eileen, who was still with Ann,
mentioned that George used to have nicknames
and Mark confirmed one was the ‘Toad’, which
seemed fitting this evening with George’s
exuberance, though he hadn’t gone by this
nickname for many years as age had perhaps
mellowed some of these more zestful traits. There
was further discussion about George’s
mannerisms and traits, which Jan had picked up
on so well, even though some of these related
more to earlier times, rather than as we’d known
him in recent years.
Jan said that George wanted us to guess when he
was coming next time, by these mannerisms, such
as the slapping of the knees.
We were delighted and amazed at how soon
George was able to return and how youthful and
fun he was again.
Finally there was a rescue via Eileen. This was a
deaf and mute person, so there wasn’t much
dialogue, but nevertheless Lilian was able to give
the help that was needed to allow this one to
move forward.
Notes:
Children bringing peace: There are about 196
countries on the Earth at this time, which means
at least this many children arriving to help unite
this beautiful Earth in PEACE.
George: A wooden ‘toad’ figurine on our dear
George’s mantelpiece, given to him many years

ago.
George is truly home now and seems so much
more alive than he’s been for a long, long time.
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